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Pat Hanley's Terriers Host To Eagles
Fund'
'Cignetti
Eaglet
Squad To Be Directed Dobie's Lads Want
Strong
Has A Better Record By Gold Key '37 Defeat Avenged
Young Crusaders
Have Star Studded
Team To Battle
Undefeated Frosh

B. C. FAVORED
Mt. St.

James Boys

Are Unbeaten
In Two Starts

Although many stellar tilts will
be presented for Boston fans on
Armistice Day, including the B. CB. U. clash at Fenway Park, the

climax should be the famed Jesuit
freshman clash on Alumni Field,
Saturday afternoon. The game will
start at 2 o'clock and should attract a banner attendance.
This season's Boston College
club is one of the best ever to
represent the college and for those
of you still in school a comparison
might be drawn with the famed
team of Gintoff and company. This
club tied the young Crusaders in
1935 and drew a capacity attendance.
The Harvard-Virginia game at
the Stadium may be spoken of as
a conflict-contest but, as many
say, the game will be a parade for
the Cambridgeites so the CrossEaglet game will be the magnet
for the real dyed in the wool fans.
The youthful Crusaders with a
formidable contingent will ride
from Mt. St. James but our club is
given the edge because of the better record.
Yet, as a year ago
they went into this game as a
decided favorite and only a field
goal by Alex Duckachik staved off
defeat. You can't pick a winner
when traditional rivals meet each
other.
(Continued on Page 5)

Cross And Crown
Plans Announced
The program of the Cross and
Crown Honor Society for the year
as itis planned thus far was announced today by John F. X.
Caquin, Knight Commander.
The first function of a social
nature will be a program of Christmas carols and a tea for the
mothers of the students. Last year
this function was one of the outstanding successes of the year, and
it is expected that this year's program will be played before at least
five hundred mothers and five hundred tsudents. The tentative date
has been set at December sixteenth,
the Friday before the Christmas
holidays. This event should be one
of the highlights of the present
year.
Following the concert, and during the Christmas holidays the
Cross and Crown will run its Cross
and Crown ball. This year it is
expected that it will be held in the
senior assembly hall, which will be
decorated for Christmas festivities.

Merle L. Carey
Is Chairman
Of Senior Ball
Annual Philomatheia
Dance Will Be Held
At Copley Plaza
Richard F. Casey, president of
the senior class has announced the
appointment of Merle L. Carey of
Marlborough as chairman of the
Annual Philomatheia Ball to be
held at the Copley Plaza Janary 20,
1938.
The Philomatheia Ball, leading
social event on the college calender,
is held each year in conjunction
with the Philomatheia Club to
benefit the senior class treasury.
Carey has been an active member
of his class in his three years at
Boston College. He is a member of
the Cross and Crown senior honorary society, the Glee Club, and
is president of the Sociology
Academy.
At present arrangements are
being made to secure one of the
finest bands in the country to play
at the biggest social activity in a
senior's career. The outstanding
successes of the ball in previous
years has created a custom of
excellence and Carey )is taking
unprecedented steps to make this
year's
event one to be long
remembered.
Reservations for the dance will
be taken commencing December 1.

COLLEGE ASSISTS
Benefit Inaugurated
By Mr. John Fini
Boston Businessman
Pete Cignetti star plunging back
and one of the most popular athletes of the college will be honored at a monster testimonial
dance on November 29 at the
Bradford Hotel's Grand Ballroom.
Not only Pete, but also his family
will receive the benefits of funds
raised at the dance.
Two weeks ago just before the
Temple game, Cignetti's fatherdied of injuries received in an
automobile accident. As a result
the family is left without the principle wage-earner, necessitating
the withdrawal of Cignetti from
the college. It is to alleviate this
condition that the dance is being
given.

The college is helping out by
giving Pete a scholarship to enable
him to continue his Junior and
Senior years. But even this would
not have been sufficient, considering that his family is now dependent on him, were it not for the
spirited intervention of John Fini,
prominent Italian-American business man and father of Rocco
Fini, '42.
Mr. Fini sought the cooperation
of the college through Fr. Collins,
S.J., director of athletics. In turn
Fr. Collins entrusted the committeeship to the Gold Key. The price
of the tickets will be one dollar
and can be obtained at the A. A.
office. Contributions to the Cignetti fund will be greatly appreciated and should be addressed to
"Cignetti Fund," Hotel Bradford,
Boston, Mass.

A. A. Presents
Final Dance
Holiday Night
Phil Murphy's Band
To Play For Victory
Affair At Somerset
The Princess Room of the Hotel
Somerset will be the scene of a
victory dance after the B. U. game
on the holiday, Jim Kelly, student
A. A. President announced this
week. The ballroom, the scene of
the highly successful pre-Detroit
dance on the eve of Columbus Day,
has been newly air-conditioned and
has one of the nest dance floors
in Boston. Music will be provided
by the popular Phil Murphy and
his Collegians, who received a
tremendous ovation as they played
at the rally dance last Friday night.
Tickets are reasonably priced at
$1.50.
This affair will be the last of a
series of football dances which the
A. A. conducts each fall. Under Jim
Kelly, the student A. A. has offered
more than the usual number of
dances to the undergraduates this
year. A great deal of time and
effort has been expended in order
that the students might have the
opportunity to attend these affairs
which have been insuch demand
in the past. Every possible means
has been taken to assure the
succer.s of the dances, exceptional
orchestras have been engaged and

(Continued on Page 6)

High-Stepping Hoosier Bandsmen Favorites
Of Boston Fans With Colorful Demonstration
By John "Beautiful" Daly '40
phenomenal spectacle, Goose Step Nor An Imperial Guard
The boys with the powder blue and the emotional reaction it had Step.
uniforms and scarlet capes have upon us was evident from our very
The drill instructor Major Roy
N. Hagerty emphasizes the fact
returned to their beloved Indiana, countenances.
that the "Hoosier-High Step" is
but we hope not forever, for their
Outclassed West Pointer
neither the "goose step" nor an
memory shall always remain in
In the splendid write-ups that
imperial guard step, but that it
the heart of every Bostonian who were given this band it seemed as is a slow and distinctive march
had the good fortune of viewing though there was a tendency to- step, in which the knees are raised
wards over-publicizing it, but after
higher than the normal march
them. It is difficult to say which
witnessing the musical machine it- step, which is used as a contrast
was the greater topic for discus- self in action we know that such a
from the fast, usual cadence of the
sion after the game last Saturday, band could neverbe over-publicized. unit,
running from 150 to 210 steps
the football contest on that un- After the game many discussions a minute.
equaled demonstration of fanfare were held over the relative merits
Clamor For Bands Return
of the cadets from West Point and
Director Frederick E. Green
To
and drill formation put on by the
the Indiana "High-Steppers." The
the Indiana University School
of
high-stepping Hoosiers from the majority of these seemed to agree
of Music we wish to extend our
Wabash state. Maybe the reaction that, although in respect to numutmost thanks for the opportunity
of a spellbound audience was a bers the West Pointers are greater, of witnessing one of the greatest
the stately cadets from the Hoosier
exhibitions put on in our fair
sufficient manifesting sign, or the
state surpass the boys in gray in
We sincerely hope
metropolis.
re-echoing applause of that same
the arts of timing and co-ordinaudience at the conclusion of the
that the Indian Band will return
ation. The music itself was anymasterful demonstration.
to Boston next year, if this is not,
thing but of amateur quality. The
possible, at least in the near future.
This same Indiana band describresounding fanfare of the long
ed by the late John Philip Sousa
Although your courageous football
trumpets brought back antiquated
warriors went down in creditable
as "the best marching band in the
memories of medieval chivalry, and defeat, Men of the Wabash State,
U. S." certainly lined up to the
the melodious sound of the clockyour incomparable band won a degreat immortal band leader's com- enspiel
was not only effective but
cisive victory a victory which had
pliment. It is not necessary to
heart-gripping.
as spoil the heart of every Boston
give a digression on . its movements and music for we all wit"Hoosier High Step" Neither College man.
nessed the

Scarlet And White
Practice Downfall
Of Dobie Machine
In Deep Secrecy

B. U. OBJECTIVE

Holiday Skirmish
Hopes To Draw
Large Crowd
Tomorrow a large throng is exto converge on Fenway
Park to witness the clash between
Gil Dobie's undefeated Eagles and
the Scarlet and White Boston
University Terriers. In recent
years this inter-city contest has
excited as much interest as does
a gubernatorial campaign, for the
Terriers view the tilt as "the objective game" while the Eagles are
forced to look ahead to the melee
with the Crusaders. The result has
been that the favored Eagles have
been once tied and once defeated
by Pat Hanley's charges.
Eagles Favored
But things are certain to be different this year. The Eagle has
begun to realize his tremendous
power, and the thirst for more and
better prey has resulted in three
intersectional contests?each of
which has seen the Maroon and
Gold victorious. Naturally Boston
College will enter the game as a
favorite because of her better
record against superior competition. The Eagle ranks high among
teams the country over; while the
Terrier is in the doldrums, offering
a record of a first game tie with
Lehigh 6-6; a close victory over
St. Lawrence 19-14, defeats at the
hands of Army 40-0, and Western
Reserve 47-6, while rebounding
pected

(Continued on Page 4)

Somerville Priest
Addresses Club
Fr. N. Propezzi, of St. Anthony's Church in Somerville, addressed the Italian Academy Tuesday.

Fr. Propezzi spoke on the 50th
anniversary of the death of Giacomo Zanella, a little known Italian poet of the last century.
Zanella was a lover of nature and
all the Academy members agreed
with him after hearing some of
his poems.
Announcement was also made by
John H. Baldi, the president of the
Academy, of prizes which are to
be awarded at the end of the academic year. The prizes will be in
the form of books and will be contributed by Dr. Antonio Mezzacappa, of the Graduate School, and
by the Academy.
Dr. Mezzacapa's book will be
awarded to the student who has
maintained the highest average in
Italian during the four years at
the college. The book given by the
Academy will be presented to the
student who has taken the greatest part in the Academy activities.
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Armistice Day 1938

Twenty years ago a German Emperor
faced bitter defeat, an army and a navy
mutinied, a German populace revolted, and
an armistice was signed. As the celebration

of the suspension of hostilities is held today,
it cannot be but wondered with precisely
what emotions the world reviews the occasion. Have the nations regarded their
promise to every man lying among the hamlets where they fell under a cold rain in
France? In the deafening, blinding din
where eddying smoke descended in a misty
wraith, a mumbled message was clearly understood?-"Keep faith."
The terror of Britain and France at the
resurrection of German military might is
watched with interest. The mistakes of
Peace Treaties that permitted the French
army to dominate the continent and the British navy the sea are remarked upon unceasingly. Germany has become impatient to restore her former place of equality among the
great nations of the world and has given
itself up body and soul to a madman, a dictator who casts his shadow over all Europe,
striking panic into the hearts of those who
but for their blindness and selfishness might
well be living today beside a Germany of
peace, prosperity, and industry.
There is no brief here for Germany or
the sword-swashing policy the Kaiser discovered to be so disastrous. But as we have
maintained before we Americans must appreciate truth and distinguish it from a barrage of propaganda. This propaganda is inviting us to join the democracies against the
dictators and is assailing us under the guise
of the common good of a system for which
a horrible war was vainlessly fought. More
than ninety per cent of the students at Boston College recognize the worth of such a
plea according to a recent poll. Yes, they
recognize the almost forgotten promise made
two decades ago and the entire American
people must recognize it. We must "Keep
faith."

A

Yes my diminutive little chums,
that column is here again, this
time with an assortment of college
humor that is more or less poetic
in form if not in content. The
Holy Cross Tomahawk gives verse
to a common complaint in the following lines:
A censor is a lovely man
I know you think so too.
invite.
He
finds three meanings in a joke
All of B. C. will bring its wildWhen
there are only two.
est enthusiasm to that Boston Col(Others
don't understand them
lege-Bostin U. tilt on Friday
all)
at
remember last year and the year
before ? Here's where the tie and
defeat are avenged.
Cannibals have decided to adopt
a
policy of not eating any more
(late)
Friday afternoon
.
reports the Fordham
children,
Emmanuel freshman present their
Youth, it seems, will no
annual tea-dance; Main Ballroom Ram.
of the Copley Plaza with Ken longer be served. And here for
Reeves on the rhythm. Always a no reason at all is a bit of something or other from the Mass. Colhighly rated affair.
As a "grand Finis" for the holilegian, which might be entitled
day?the B. C. victory dance (after "They Shall Nut Pass":
the game) by that connoisseur of Squirrels are bright,
social stuff, Jim Kelley. Same place Though impolite,
as that super pre-Detroit time .
As we cultured humans view them.
Remember? Princess Ballroom of They wisely eat
the Somerset is the scene with our The nuts they meet
Phil Murphy supplying the music. While we just listen to them.
Never a cover charge but the usual
A kind-hearted gentleman saw a
$1.50 minimum.
little boy trying to reach the doorThere you have the menu for bell. He rang the bell for him,
the week-end . .
certainly somethen prompted: "And what now
thing there to suit your taste.
my little man?"
Last Friday nite found a happy
"Run like anything," said the
group, to the number of 150
"That's what I'm going
youngster:
couples, swaying et cetera to
do!"
to
tempos
of
Phil
Murvarying
the
phy's Collegians at the Bradford.
Anticipating the win which was
Excitement ran high at the U.
finally and decisively secured, the of Kentucky recently when sevcrowd gave their whole-hearted eral skulls were unearthed on the
support of Jim Law and John football field. Maybe the players
Cronin in the way of cheers. Jim weren't relieved to learn the relics
had a novel idea in having the were prehistoric.
(Maybe they
fellows cheer alone, followed by were lost in skull practice).
the girls. Well, the first result
was thunderous, the latter .
A student was asked to give a
high-spirited.
written
translation of the followFr. Collins, S. J., who was defiverse:
ing
nitely cool and collected amid the
"Isabili Heres ago.
excitement, gave a pep-talk and
Fortibus sine erro.
substantiated his vim by quoting Noces, Mari, Thebi,
trux.
the mis-hallucinations of certain
Vatis in em pax a dux."
piognosticators regarding the game
After much painstaking effort he
on the 'morrow. The "mike" kept
submitted his paper, a masterpiece
acting like a weather-vane causof translation:
ing Fr. Collins S. J. a bit of
"I say, Billy, here they go,
trouble.
Forty buses in a row."
Announcing a benefit dance for
"No
says Mary, "They be trucks,"
that grand fellow?Pete Cignetti.
"What
is in 'em?"
Those who know him appreciate
Packs o' ducks."
manner;
those
his quiet and mild
who don't know him, want to. In
the interest of Pete continuing his
This issue's inevitable "Marygreat football career at Boston had-a-little" poem comes from the
College and for the aid of his Loyolan:
family, the Gold Key is sponsoring
Mary had a little lamb
a huge affair in the Main Ballroom
A friend gave her to keep
of the Bradford on Nov. 29. The
It followed her around until
minimum is one dollar per person,
It died from lack of sleep.
anything over will be greatly ap(I wonder how our boys manage
preciated. Let's get behind this to live)
cause and give a swell guy a big
surprise.
Abe was at a dance and lost a
Regis is running a penny sale on wallet containing $700. He got up
Dec. Ist. This is for a worthy on a chair and announced, "Gentlecause so you fellows who went to men I lost my pocketbook with
N. Y. and came back with a pocket $700 in it. To the man who finds
full of pennies (or dreams), go up it and returns it, I will give $50.
and have an extravagant time.
Voice from rear: "I'll give $75."
Annual Fall dance of the Maiden,
Medford and Melrose B. C. Club
Did you know that
will be held Thursday Nov. 10
Japan has a national hobby?
from 9-2 A. M. at the Putnam
china.
collecting
Lodge in Danvers. King Keilly's
Chemistry has contributed to
Kollegians have been secured foi
mankind?the platinum blonde.
the evening. All preparations have
Those that go to college and
been made to insure a successful
never get out are called professors.
time at the stab of $1.50.
Philomethia Ball is in sight.
SPLASH! SPLASH!
Merle Carey is in charge, and is
is denied Ohio State U.
Nothing
now making arrangements for the
can possibly contribstudents
that
band. The Copley Plaza is the
ute
to
their
comfort
or convenience.
place and the date has been set at
has
been opened
swimming
pool
A
Reservations
will
be
acJan. 20.
:r. Pomerene Hall, student reccepted from Dec. 1.
Charlie
Vaughn when asked reation center, where men and woabout his recent Philadelphia trip, men students may enjoy bathing.
University authorities will even
"just one happy blurr."
Many members of the B. C. furnish the bathing suits.
platoon of the Marines will march
Now for the closing thought, let
next Friday in the Armistice Day
me inform you that some people
celebration.
The Indiana band left the city simply throw their junk in the
in a state of wonderment. Nobody alley: others put licenses on them
could understand how they were and drive it through the streets.
able to take 160 steps per minute
with such perfect unison. Generally
Answers turned in by the frosh:
conceded to be a better trained
"Parallel lines are the same disset of marchers than the West tance all the way and do not meet
Point boys.
unless you bend them."
Tomorrow sets off one of those
long week-ends and it's up to you
to make it pleasant. Quarterly
exams over and the sky's the
limit.
Thursday nite will find some at
the Propavulis Club dance at the
Strictly by
Commonwealth C. C.

.

Sports' Editor
James M. Kean '40

Quarter Passes

All too soon do we realize that the end
of the first quarter is upon us for the wings
of time beat very softly and unobtrusively.
With this realization should come the need
for reflection on the past. Improvement is
only had by capitalizing on the mistakes of
the past. In our own sphere we may see how
this is applied. Perhaps the most striking
lesson we have learned during the past quarter is the necessary confusion that comes
from postponing studies for the indeterminate next night.
Also we nave seen the benefits of the
quarter. We have had the satisfaction of a
retreat, we have engaged in the various

extra-curricular activities and enjoyed the
unusually numerous functions and socials
conducted by the individual classes. We
should realize by now that the varied benefits our college has to offer can develop
character as no other contact possibly can.

Tabloid

Collegiate

By Art Cullen

Official newspaper of Boston College, published
on Friday during the academic year, except the
Christmas and Easter holidays, by the students of
Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Boston 67, Mass. Entered as second class matter at the Boston Post Office.
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By Andrew J. O'Brien

The recent appearance of the Indiana University
Band on the Fenway turf, found us hanging over
the pavilion rail surveying the precise entrance of
the hundred and thirty odd musicians. The uneven
ground of the parking space well scattered with
mud puddles was not the best place in the world for
a parade. .
. The march pace was quick and the
lads had a difficult time picking their way without
accident. One of the bass drummers stumbled over
a good sized boulder and it looked for a moment
as though he would take a few tumbler's spins
strapped to the enlarged pill box. . . Recovery in
Indiana is conducted with great" despatch however,
so no calamity ensued. . . . Once the boys took
the field, the fans felt that for once they could believe what they read in the papers and add a bit
to it. The accuracy of the maneuvers and the precision of the music has fostered but one cry and
that is, bring them back next year.
.

.

?

T

?

The game brought forth a good deal of favorable comment and has boosted the Eagle cause no
end. . . . The statement that the Rose Bowl bid may
rest on the outcome of the Cross game seems a
trifle idealistic, but it certainly makes up for a lot

of previously absent praise directed to Dobie and
. . That the Jesuit classic will be a
his lads.
speculator's dream of paradise seems positive and
the fact that we will occupy the sideline stands as
we did two years ago makes the outlook so much
.

brighter.

?T?
We are pleased to discover a few fans in the
audience that agree with the coaching policy displayed. The lack of "We want . ." might indicate
a decline of the intercollegiate sport, but it does
seem futile for one brave soul to glare at a row
behind and with tears jerking in his throat, eulogize
on the sagacity of the procedure at the bench. We
thoroughly agree with those staunch defenders that
stood the embarrassment and public derision nobly
and well, but who, inwardly glowing at the exhibition on the field, can gauge the heckler's urge or
grudge him illogical amusement?
.

?

T

?

Blue books and ballots are gone from our midst
for the time and we all breath a sigh of relief. . .
It was getting dangerous to talk about politics
with all the government students around fresh from
study, we'll admit our knowledge of civic intricacies
is not irreproachable.
.

?T?
It hasn't been satisfactorily worked out yet
why the Indiana rally dance was not the success
that the Detroit affair most truly was. Was it a
quarter exam or was it the price, was it another
date or merely no dice? . . . The students have
baen asking for these times and if they are not going to support them why continue to have them?
. . . After all, the Student A. A. is trying to fulfill
the requests of the students and they have done a
good job on them so far. The dance at the Somerset
after the game should find a good representation
present. Exams are finished, the expense of the
Temple trip has been paid up, so there is every
cause to celebrate a victory dance that night.
. .
The football players will be on hand for the first
time this year, turn out and give them a hand at
the Princess Room.
.

?T?

.

It won't be surprising to find uniformed attendants and a fifty cent flat rate in the parking
space Monday. After all the camouflage to divert
possible air raiders from on the planets within a
Well's imagination, the area has taken on a most
business like appearance. . .
Perhaps gas pumps
can be intalled for student use and have credit
cards honored in the dean's office. We don't know.
It's merely a suggestion.
T
Charlie Donelan dropped in the other day sporting a neat herring-bone sport job and a diamond ring
to bid us good-bye before leaving for Akron and the
tire industry. . . . Bob Callahan was heard to comment on the radio the other evening in regard to
the campaign just closed. . . . Frank Sullivan had
been working hard for the same general purpose.
.

?

?

?T?
No word has been received from our scouts in
the Stylus camp. We are intending to play them
in the near future and Coach McCarthy, formerly
of the operatic team of Boston Carmen, has already
issued a call for line material. . . Somy and Bucci,
all-Mystic guards are expected to be in shape and
will have two tough customers from the Stylus outfit opposing them in Devlin and Baldwin, all-Scholastics a decade or so ago.
.
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Freshmen Debate Colombian Consul
At Marquette Meet In Club Address
At the weekly meeting of the
Marquette Debating Society, the
decision on the question "Resolved
?the United States should stop
using Public Funds to Stimulate
Business," was won by the negative.
The negative, defended by Joseph MoNally '42 and Richard
Stiles '42 defended the argument
that many obstacles and events
have prevented the entire success
of government spending.
The affirmative held by Arthur
Parker '41 and John Ross '42,
brought out the arguments that
government spending has done
nothing but raise the national debt,
and that the government-spending
experiment has shown that it is a
failure.
This question is very current at
the present time and may be used
in future Marquette inter-collegiate debates.

BRIGHTON
LAUNDRY
The

Largest Laundry

The Spanish Academy held its
bi-weekly meeting today, with the
Honorable Eduardo Gomez Duran,
Colombian consul in Boston, and
John Cronin, '39, as speakers Dr.
Eduardo Azuola, Moderator of the
Academy, presided.
Mr. Gomez Duran spoke on
Colombia and its problems. The
consul said in part, "Columbia is
one of the most Catholic countries
in the world. The education there
follows closely the teachings of
Catholic philosophy. The Colegio
del Rosario in Bogota, the only university in Colombia which grants
the degree Doctor of Philosophy, is
the third oldest in the New World.
A great future awaits Colombia,
and it is a potential field ?of
activity for young American College graduates. He added that Colombia in one of the leading platinum producers in the world, and
most of the coffee used in this
country is from Colombia. Its population is approximately ten million,
and its area about equal to the New
England States. Its government is
republican.
Mr. Cronin spoke on Fray Luis
do Leon, one of the greatest lyric
poets of the sixteenth century.

In The World

Fulton Debaters
Intown School Sodality Opens
Debate Council Old Clothes Drive Oppose Plan E
Has First Meet
The annual clothes drive which is

The Debate Council convened
Wednesday afternoon for its initial
meeting under the direction of its
Moderator, Mr. James Sullivan, S.
J. Temporary plans for the coming year were outlined. Mr. Sullivan informed the members that
the Marquette Debating Council
has invited the Business School to
participate in at least two debates
at the College of Arts and Science.
The Business School, grateful for
this act of fraternal courtesy, are
most anxious that the debaters
from the Marquette visit their
Council at the Intown Centre. It
was also announced that any members of the Debate Council who
show outstanding ability will be
given a chance to participate in
the Intercollegiate Debates of the
Marquette. At the next meeting
an open forum will be held on he
subject: Resolved: that the United
States should establish an alliance
with Great Britain. Members of
Freshman A will take the affirmative; Freshman B the negative.
William Madden was appointed
Chairman for this debate. Francis

Buy all your Favors and Gifts for Christmas

And Operated
By Women

BOSTON COLLEGE BOOK STORE

or any other occasion at the

want will be

Anything you

very

at

procured for you

special prices.

Sodality is now in full swing and
with the full co-operation of all the
students of the College, it is expected that the drive will be a
greater success than it has been
in the past years.
With the approach of the winter,
the Sodality especially urges everyone to realize the needs of the poor
and to take upon themselves the
slight task of giving a small
bundle of old clothes to help the
needy. All donations will be gratefully accepted either at the Sodality office in the Library or in
Fr. Rooney's office in the Tower
Building.

Dever and Charles Savage were
elected floor leaders of the two
sections. During the second semester, it is hoped that debates may
be arranged with other Colleges.
The Social Action committee met
Nov. 9th at the close of school.
A short address by the Chairman
stressed the fact that as to oratory, not a great deal could be accomplished at the outset. He stated
that the members of the committee
must read extensively on current
and past events and then bring out
the results and effects of these
events in the light of Catholicism.
Later, if any orators of exceptional ability are found, it is
planned to
organize a public
speaking team for the spread of
Catholic Action.
The Freshmen of the Business
School were unanimous in agreeing
that the reception given them at
the Heights on Freshman Day,
was according to the best B. C.
traditions.
prosperity.
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BOSTON TERRIER ?A cross between the English bulldog
and white English terrier, but this gentle, lovable house
pet is strictly an American product. First bred in Boston
some 60 years ago. Once called the "Roundhead," today
he is known as the "American Gentleman" of dogdom.

Even in the midst of strenuous
action he will stop, relax. The dog does
nerves.

We, trained for the intense
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At the last regular meeting of
Debating Society the
members went on record as opposing Plan E of city management.
The decision in the debate, on that
subject, was awarded to the Negative side represented by Paul
Greeley '40 and Francis Ahearn '40.
Peter Kerr '39 and Albert Fiore
'39, upheld the affirmative side of
the question.
Ahearn, a junior, presenting the
first speech for the negative, outlined his fundamental reasons for
asserting that the Plan E system
is undemocratic.
Outlining the
method of elections, in which, he
asserted, countless votes are not
counted, he stated that the people
would under that system be disfranchised. He pointed out that
all votes are counted until a cer->
tain quota is reached, and immediately the votes or the ballots are
shifted, and a new count taken.
Greeley, concluding the negative
case, pointed out numerous instances of the tremendous expense of the system, and showed
concrete examples in which the
system had been a failure. He
pointed out that the affirmative
had attributed great success in
city management to a number of
cities, but neglected to point out
that they did not operate under
plan E.
Plans for future debates in the
society were made, and announcements made by John F. X. Gaquin
president, relative to intramural
and inter-scholastic debates. The
iebate for next week is on the question resolved that Democracy is
feasible only in times of economic

sponsored by the Senior and Junior the Fulton
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Eagles Defeat Hoosiers 14-0
Soph. Sets Stage

powerful generating plant
never functions until a little switch
is thrown starting its huge dynamo. The same situation exists
with the Boston College football
team as the dynamo with, the
spindleas
igniting
"spark"
legged "Charlie" O'Rourke from
Maiden. Week after week this
"blonde-bombshell" harnesses the
B. C. power and then unleashes it
with a series of brilliant passes
and runs until the game is safely
tucked away as another victory.
"Charlie," in his unassuming
way, refuses to take the credit for
the brilliant season the football
team is enjoying this year, but be
that as it may, let's delve into a
brief informal interview with him.
You know that he came from
Maiden High where he played
football in All-Scholastic fashion,
but few realize that "the kid"
really can play a swell game of
baseball. Upon being asked which
sport he preferred his deft response
was, "I like them both in their
proper season, but it doesn't look
like I'll play baseball this year
because of spring football practice."
He will readily admit that Indiana played the hardest football
that he has ever encountered, but
then he immediately cautions us
not to consider the season is over
except for the Holy Cross game.
"Far from it," says Charlie, "because St. Anselm's has a good team
and Ray McLean is quite a back."
Incidentally, "Bill" Flynn will
vouch for this last statement because McLean scored five touchdowns against "Bill's" team in
prep school.
"However, Charlie, to get back
to your friendly 'info' on current
questions, don't you think it bodes
ill for B. C. in the Holy Cross
game after that recent massacre
of Temple at Worcester judging by
comparative scores?"
This question didn't stump the
"lad" with the abbreviated hairtrim as he quickly responded,
"that Holy Cross victory over
Temple is going to make our victory over the Cross just that much
sweeter. You know down at Temple it was just one of those games
and this will be our opportunity
to redeem ourselves."
With a parting gesture, the
"mighty bantam" left us to ponder over the chances that Holy
Cross might have on the 26th. We
are still pondering.
A

Rising to their greatest heights
in the last ten years Coach Gil
Dobie's Boston College Eagles
crushed Coach Bo McMillin's Indiana University eleven 14-0 at
Fenway Park last Saturday afternoon. By their spectacular win the
Eagles clim'bed higher in the Nation gridiron rating.
O'Rourke And Goodreault
Led by "Charlie" O'Rourke, one
of the greatest triple threat backs
to reach the "Heights" for many
.yeai-s and by "Gene" Goodreault
who played an Ail-American game
at end, Dobie's eleven easily defeated the first "Big Ten" team to
ever play Boston College. Although
the above two players were the
standouts, much credit must be
given to the remainder of the backs
and the linemen who upheld their
assignments in the same outstanding fashion.
In the very first period the
Eagles started a march down to
the 30 yard line but there, on a
fumble, the ball was lost. Indiana
then came back to put on their
best offensive of the day which
took them down to Boston College's fifteen yard line, and three
yard line. But there the seven
blocks of granite in the Boston
College line rose to their heights
and pushed back the invaders without any damage occuring. This last
thrust came in the second period.
Cignetti Scores
Standing in the shadow of his
own goal, "Charlie" O'Rourke in
punt formation crossed up the Indiana defense and started on a
sweeping end run which brought
the ball up to the 25 yard line. On
the next play Charlie went galloping 51 yards on another end sweep.
This brought the ball to the Indiana 24 yard line. When the attack bogged down, O'Rourke
dropped back to throw a forward
pass. "Charlie" was rushed by the
Indiana team and threw the ball
into the center of the Indiana secondary. There a Hoosier halfback
deflected the ball into the waiting
arms of "Al" Horsfall who was
tackled on the 8 yard line. Then
on a spinner play Pete Cignetti
made up for his earlier fumble by
crossing the goal line for the first
score. Horsfall kicked the point
after.
Cowhig Intercepts
In the second half Indiana began to gamble by throwing forward passes. Time after time
Goodreault rushed the passer so
much that the latter was unable to
get set to make a good toss. When
the Hoosier backs tried long forwards the Eagles' safety men were
on the spot and knocked them all
down. Indiana then tried throwing
passes in the flat zone which
gained very few yards and brought
no danger to the Boston College
goal line. Fate finally caught up
with the Hoosiers when a flat pass
was intercepted by Sophomore
"Ed" Cowhig who picked up speed
as he made a 35 yard gallop for
the second touchdown. "Al" Horsfall kicked the extra point. Final
score Boston College 14, Indiana 0.

HEADQUARTERS
For the Latest

SWING RECORDINGS
DANCE NUMBERS
PORTABLES
RECORD PLAYERS
POPULAR SHEET

ORCHESTRATIONS

BOSTON MUSIC

COMPANY
116 Boylston St., Boston
HANcock 1561
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(Continued from Page 1)
last week against Tampa by

By Joe Grandfield

a

33-6 score.
Two very determined teams will
field tomorrow. In the
first place the Eagle must reverse
last season's 6-13 score, besides
protecting the year's undefeated
record; then too there is a matter
of personal satisfaction due the
members of the Maroon and Gold
Varsity who as yet have not defeated the Terrier Varsity. On the
other hand Boston University is
even more anxious for victory. In
this Armistice Day conflict they
have everything to gain and absolutely nothing to lose, and hence
intend to shoot everything. A victory over the Maroon and Gold
would make their season successful beyond measure, while defeat
at the hands of the Eagle would
not require any explanation.
take the

The Maroon and Gold warriors
emerged from the Indiana conflict
in good shape with the exception
of Ralph Worth our stellar center
who is expected to be absent from
warfare till the annual conflict
with Holy Cross, his place in the
center of the forward wall will be
taken over by Leo Logue while
Chet Gladchuck will be held in
reserve. Gene Goodreault will start
at one end position while Harrison will hold down the other flank.
At tackles will be Connolly and
Kidhart;
at the guard posts
Schwortzer and Reardon. Gintoff,
Ananis, Cignetti, and Toczylowski
will compose the starting backfield; but the reserves who showed
so well in the Indiana game will
see plenty of service, meaning in
particular O'Rourke, Cowhig, Dubsinski, while the People's Choice,
Lou Montgomery, is welcome on
any team. The Boston University
lineup will include such notable
performers as Nechtem, Lawry,
Ratcliffe and Leahy in the backfield. Macdonald and Sharapowski
will be at end.
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Wins 48 Losses 24 Percent .667
I really feel like heaving the
Silver Mirror into the Reservoir
after missing five predictions last
week. In fact I will do it. For this
one week, I'll use "Bo" McMillin's
well silvered hair for my predictions.
Holy Cross, still in the unlucky
first spot, will smash through and
over Brown. Carnegie Tech will
take Duquesne over the hurdles.
Columbia will pick up the marbles
in the Navy erwbroglio. Cornell
will upset Dartmouth. Ohio State
might beat the Illini. Indiana, if
not too discouraged, will splash
mud all over lowa. Pitt will wake
up again after that bad dream and
batter Nebraska. They missed
Goldberg more than they thought
they would. Notre Dame is picked
to make Minnesota eat dirt. Classy
Texas Christian will stay undefeated at the expense of Texas.
Wisconsin will beat U. C. L. A.
and Southern California will sew
up that Rose Bowl bid at the expense of Washington. How can
Boston College lose to B. U. ? A
little gleam appears on the silvery
pate and Northwestern wallops
Michigan with Louisiana State doing the same by Auburn.
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the first time this year and completed 10 tosses for three touch. "Bill"
downs against Temple. .
Stanton, sub tackle, won by a field
goal for Fordham. . . Soph. "Ray"
Anderson upset Brown scoring
once himself and passing twice
Ray
for the other two scores.
Carnelli and George Muha, the two
boys who set back Holy Cross a
few weeks ago, did the same to
Pitt for Carnegie Tech. . . Notre
Dame and Saggau and Zontine,
two Irishmen, played Navy right
off its feet. . .
Bowdoin with
Karsokas carrying for two T. D.s
won by that margin. . .
The
U. S. C. Trojans wiped up the map
with California and are due for the
.
Rose Bowl defense.
Mr.
watched
being
very
Abruzzi is
closely these days and can't seem
. The Terriers
to break loose. .
warmed up for their defense of the
city title by scoring five T. D.s
over little Tampa. But they had to
. .
work hard for the victory.
undefeated
streak was
Pitt's
stopped at 22. . .
Holy Cross
gained, believe it or not, 341 yards
by passing against the Owls. .
California had an 18 game win
streak broken by the Trojans. . .
St. Anselm's sparked by three
runs for T. D.s turned in by Ray
McLean beat Western Maryland
20-7. . . . McLean scored once on a
92 yard dash, once on a 76 yard
punt return and again on a fake
reverse good for 38 yards.
.
Those fake reverses are the rage
this year in climax plays.
.
When mentioning stars we must
include O'Rourke and Goodreault
who positively sparkled for the
Eagles in their victory over In. Two unsung heroes
diana. .
also played in this game. One was
Lou Kidhardt and t'other was
cagey Al Horsfall. . . . By comparative scores B. U. should lose
to Eagles around 33 to 0. By comparative teams the score will be
a lot closer to 66 to 0.
.
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"Ira" Jivilikian didn't get into
the tough game and Fella Gintoff
played only a quarter but "Charlie" O'Rourke came through and
boosted his standing so that he
now leads the other two in yards
gained by rushing. He climbed in
the pass column, too.
The standing now:
Rushing
Passing
O'Rourke
247 yds.
190 yds.
Gintoff
242 yds.
255 yds.
Jivilikian
213 yds.
154 yds.
Yds. per Passes CornTried pleted
Carry
Jivilikian
8.52
28
15
Gintoff
4.18
37
14
O'Rourke
7.27
36
11
Cahill woke up at Worcester for
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and His Orchestra
{e*UtUf EDITH CALDWELL
CHICK FLOYD
JOHNNY MacAFEE
NOBLE TRIO
ARTHUR MURRAY'S DANCERS
demonstrate the answers to
your questions on dancing.
Dinner Dancing

JOE, I WANT THE Y" THAT'S PRINCE
I SAME
TOBACCO THAT AND JUDGING FROM

MR. GREEN,
WHAT OTHER
MAN JUST BOUGHT. SMOKERS SAY, yOU'RE IN FOR
' UON T KNOW HOW PLENTyOF MILD, TASTY SMOKING
[F^lPf
I EVER MISSED A '
TOBACCO as
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ALBERT,
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Every night except Sunday

Supper Dancing
Thursday, Friday and Saturday

experimenting.
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O'Rourke Flashes
On Two End Runs As Eagle Bomber
For Eagle Victory

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1938

SMOKE 20 FRAGRANT PIPEFULS of Prince Albert. If
don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco

ever smoked, return the pocket tin
t^)e tQkacco ' n '* to us at any time
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with the rest of
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Ready B. C? Ready B. U.?

Thru The

B. U. LEADER

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

Eagle's Eye
By

5

Jim Kean

crowd came; the crowd saw; and the Eagles conTHEquered
the Indiana University football team in a game

that was tinged throughout with Maroon and Gold, and only
a smattering of Cardinal Red and Black here and there. It
was the greatest attraction we have seen here for some time.
That was the football side of last week-end. But for
showmanship, the Hoosier band walked off with the honors
without the slightest oposition from the Boston footers or
"jivesters" as they are known since Ed Guthrie started them
"Flat Foot Floogieing."
The crowd came. Yes, the citizenry of Boston came out
in large numbers to see the "noble bird" of Chestnut Hill
spread its wings and try to drive off a desperate Indiana
club that was starving for a victory to soothe some early
season hurts. How successful the bird was is now history.
They saw. And how they saw! They saw a truly great
Indiana club match wits with an inspired Boston College
eleven that rose to its greatest heights of the season in this
particular game. They saw the power-laden Hoosier might
repelled by as staunch a group that ever donned the Maroon
and Gold spangles. With the promised land staring them in
the face, the Hoosiers were driven off not once but several
times by stands that were sensational to say the least.
They saw a versatile Boston attack that actually outgained the Indianans over the land route, a feat which was
accomplished against Bo McMillan's men for the first time
this season and for this reason alone should rate headlines.
Incidentally this 14-0 score in favor of Boston College was
the most decisive loss suffered by the Mid-Westerners in a
campaign that has brought them through the "Big Ten",
admittedly a group of powerhouses.
They saw a group of backs put on as classy an exhibition of ball toting that was superb. For Indiana, Swede
Clasen, Hal Hirsch, and Ed Dumke were brilliant while Boston College had its stars in Charlie O'Rourke, Pete Cignetti,
Fella Gintoff, and Al Horsfall.
For individual brilliance, this column's nominee for AllAmerican honors, Charlie O'Rourke, took the honors after
a spirited fight with Clasen of the visiting horde. Never before was the slim Maldenite more effective than last Saturday. His all-round ability was a thing of beauty. To sum up
his prowess in this struggle we would have to couple his performances in the Detroit, Temple, and Florida games and
that would spell the scope of his activities in the Indiana

Lineup

Lineup
Flynn, le.
Kidhardt, It.

Shoropowski, le.
Sullivan, It.
Smith, lg.

Schwortzer, lg.

Walker, c.
Cremens, rg.
Gianotti, rt.
McDonald, re.
Crompton, qb.
Leahy, lhb.
Lawry, rhb.
Ratcliffe, fb.

Logue, c.

Reardon, rg.
J. Connolly, rt.
Goodreault, re.

Capt. Walker

Eagle Foes
Are Unbeaten
With the high flying Eagles
rounding into the home stretch of
the present grid campaign, we find
but three more barriers. Standing
in the way of an undefeated season.
While the team should go
undefeated to the Holy Cross game
on Nov. 26, a deal of trouble may
be anticipated from B. U. and St.
Anselm's. After a rather unsuccessful season, B. U. the victim of
telling injuries throughout the
year, will throw all caution to the
four winds on Friday and will
strive mightily to cap the season
with a victory over the Dobiemen.
While from here such a task seems
indeed gigantic, a tie with Lehigh
and defeats at the hands of Army
and Western Reserve have served
only to key up the Terriers for a
battle on Armistice Day.
Dick
Hanley boasts two great backs in
Leahy and Nechtem and his forward wall is quite strong.
Unleashing a powerful running and
passing attack last Saturday, the
B. U. team swept the visiting

Tampa U. aggregation off the field
to the tune of 31-7.
Little St. Anselm's from up
They saw a brand of football played by the Boston ends
that was second to none. Gene Goodreault and Bill Flynn Manchester way comes down to
played the best games of their careers. Goodreault, on the Boston on Nov. 19 with the best
in its history. Undefeated
basis of his play against the Hoosiers, rates the first call for team
and untied, the boys from New
any mythical honors, sectional or national. He was in the
have been pointing to
opponents' backfield so often that it appeared to us that Hampshire
the B. C. game all year. As an
Bo McMillan was carrying out his pre-season threat to have indication of their power and verfive men in the backfield.
satile attack, they completely outThey saw a Boston line from tackle to tackle that was classed a good Western Maryland
outstanding to the man. There was no individuality there. team last Saturday night 20-7.
It was a unit and as such outplayed a heavier Indiana line, This game will provide the Eagle
pushing it at will whenever precious yardage was needed. with plenty of opportunity to test
The fact that their opponents gained as much yardage as his wings for his flight into the
they did is no blemish on the record of the Boston forward camp of the Crusader on Nov.
This traditional meeting of
wall. The Dobieites scored early in the game and were con- 26th.
the Jesuit rivals will have even
tent to stave off the furious onslaught of the enraged in- greater significance than heretovaders which they did admirably. It would be safe to say fore since both teams are at the
that of all the ground gained by Indiana the Ivory percentage top in the rational scramble for
(ninety-nine and forty-four one hundredths) of it came be- recognition. Sparked in their last
tween the Indiana goal line and the mid-field marker when two games by that Ail-American
running back, Osmanski and a
the Heightsmen were easing up.
superlative
junior passer, Ronnie
not
saw
the
last,
least,
they
eighth
And
but
wonder of
Cahill,
H.
C.
has swept aside very
persons
of the Indiana R. O. T. C. band.
the world in the
strong Colgate and Temple teams
band,
publicized
journal
in every local
as a wonder unit
This
on successive Saturdays, piling up
lived up to everything nice said about it.
substantial scores. With both teams
Enough for the past. Let's have a look at the future. possessed of a wide open passing
be a banner one for the double feature attack this year, unusual line
This week-end should
enthusiasts wh? 1 with the revivals of the Varsity-B. U. clash strength and versatile backfield
and the Frosh-Crusader meeting. Tomorrow the Undefeated men, this game will undoubtedly
Eagle is going out for more glory to add to that which is prove one of the best grid attracalready heaping up for it as a result of its fine showing tions of the season.

contest.

this season. The intended victim is Pat Hanley and his Boston University Terriers who have found the going rather
difficult this season. However, a B. C.-B. U. game is a contest
in which records and past performances go for naught as we
learned last year. But this year it's a different story and the
City title should return to the Heights.
Then on Saturday the "Men From Mars" meet the junior
Crusaders here on Alumni Field in what should be one of
the banner attractions of the season. The Eaglets will be
attempting to ring down their season in the undefeated
ranks as will the Crusaders who have thus far come through
an abbreviated schedule unmarred. If it's power or deception
that you are looking for then Alumni Field is the spot where
you will find it because the Galligan clan has every bit of it
and they know how to use it.
Attention you Republicans and Democrats. Here's a fine
chance for you to celebrate your party's victory (if you were
on the G. O. P. side) or to drown your sorrows (you Democrats) tomorrow nite. Jim Kelly who voted for both tickets
is putting on a victory dance at the Hotel Somerset that
promises to be the best ever attempted by the Athletic Association.

Ryder Trains

(Continued from Page 1)
Adam Kretowicz, an all-New
Hampshire selection, will be at the
left end post for the invaders and
Andy Natowich will be the field
general. Natowich is another New
Englander in the Purple line-up,
hailing from the Nutmeg state.
The backfield will be rounded out
by Al Klososkus, a burly 200
pounder at fullback, and Charlie
Hanifan, who will be remembered
by local fans as the spark plug of
the Maiden High club a few years
back.
Brockton's Frank Saba,
clubmate of Lou Montgomery, will
start at the other halfback post.
Saba was an all-scholastic choice
while at Brockton.
The leading scorer in Connecticut last year was the aforementioned Natowich; so it looks like
their backs shape up all right..
For reserves the natural athlete Fred Kidd, brother of Melrose's and Holy Cross' noted Rex
Kidd, and Bill Sheridan who were
known as the touchdown twins on
Melrose High's last year eleven
should exploit their wares in a
large part before dusk falls. A
team-mate of Natowich at Ansonia High last year, Grasse has
been doing very well at the pivot
slot this year.
Maznicki has been the destiny
man for the Eaglets this year. He
is a marvel in a broken field and
his passing and kicking have stood
out. His conversions may come
in handy Sat.
Henry Mazur of
Lowell unfortunately suffered a
knee injury on Tuesday but may
see action. Bob Jauron the N. H.
State schoolboy dash champion,
will probably start at the right
half spot with the passing genius
of Joe McNulty at quarterback.
Joe will call signals for the Eaglets.
All in all, it should be one of the
finest tilts between the two teams
for a long, long time and the presence of so many former Greater
Boston schoolboy athletes on opposite sides should make for keener
rivalry. The Eaglets may not preserve their spotless record but
let's hope that they are out ahead
on their side of the ledger when
the final whistle blows.
As an added treat there will be
a preliminary game between Walnut Country Day School and St.
Columbkill's of Brighton for the
90 pound championship of Boston.

Powerful Set
Of Freshmen

attend the

MONSTER VICTORY
DANCE
the
SOMERSET

at

HOTEL

Toczylowski, qb
Gintoff, lhb.
Ananis, rhb.
Cignetti, fb.

FROSH-HOLY CROSS

After The Game

Phil Murphy

Coach Jack Ryder thinks that
his frosh track team will do well
this year what with all the former
high school stars he has available.
John Ballantine, "Bill" Riley,
"Al" Morro, Justin McGowan and
Henry "Hunie" Mazur are men
who would gladden any track
coach's heart.
The inter-class meet may or may
not be held next month. It has
not yet been decided. Jack Ryder
would like to see the affair run
off, but if it is necessary to cancel
the races, he will stage handicap
events each Monday.
The big interest in the team at
present concerns itself with the
candidates for the one mile relay
team. Ballantine, Riley, Seeley,
Buckley, Meehan, Cronin, Price and
Maguire are the leading candidates
for positions. The four fastest men
will be chosen by Coach Ryder.
As is the custom here at Boston
College, a freshman medley relay
team will be selected and sent on
to New York in March to compete
in the I. C. 4 A. games. This
trip will be the goal of all frosh
track team aspirants. Jack Ryder
will choose men for the 880, 440,
220 and the one mile. Prominent
candidates for the one mile spot
are Ballantine, Seeley and Freni.
There was quite an improvement
this week with regard to the number of frosh track team hopefuls
and this was a welcome sight to
Coach Ryder.
Although the number of tracksters is now approximately double
what it was last week, there is
still plenty of room down at Alumni
Field for men who think they have
racing ability. Once again, Coach
Jack Ryder invites those men to
put in an appearance and show
him what they have.

Cartoon Contest
All entries in the HEIGHTS'
Cartoon Contest must be in the
HEIGHTS' office by 2.15 Tuesday. Students will And complete
rules of the contest posted in
various points of vantage about
the rotunda and elsewhere in
this issue of the HEIGHTS.
Fr. John P. Foley, S. J., and
Mr. Thomas F. Fleming, S.J.,
moderator and assistant-moderator of the HEIGHTS, will act
as judges. The winner will be
announced in next week's issue
of the HEIGHTS.

Quality Food

Moderate Prices
at the

CRYSTAL CAFE

and

His Collegians
$1.50 Per Couple

BOSTON COLLEGE

9:00 to 1:00

LAKE STREET
at the foot of the Heights
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News Reporters!
News reporters will hereafter
report to the New Editor in the
HEIGHTS office each Monday
between 12 and 12.30 or between 1 and 1.25 for their
weekly assignments.

Professor Casey
Lectures At Chalet

The rules of the contest:
1. All cartoons must be pertinent to the Holy Cross game or
some phase of the game.
2. Each entrant will be allowed
to submit but one cartoon.
3. All cartoons must be drawn
with heavy lines in India ink, on
suitable paper, to be made into a
cut of 10" by 9" dimensions.
4. All cartoons must be in the
HEIGHTS office by 2.15 P. M. of
November 15, 1938.
5. Entrants must not sign their
names or in any way identify
themselves with their particular
entry.
6. The decision of the judges is
final.
7. All cartoons become the
property of the Boston College
HEIGHTS upon entry.

"The Munich Agreement" is the
interesting subject of a lecture to
be given by Professor John B.
Casey, A. 8., A. M., Head of the
History Dept. at the Roxbury Memorial School, to the members and
their guests of the Fhilomatheia
Club, at its next monthly meeting
on Thursday, November tenth, at
the Chalet, Chestnut Hill, at twothirty, with Mrs. Vincent P. Roberts, presiding.
Professor Casey, is a graduate
of Boston College, and has been
for ten years on the Boston ColA Musical Program under the
lege Graduate School Staff and is
direction of Miss Marcella Eberle.
well known for his lectures on curwill ensue, featuring Mrs. Helen
rent international subjects.
A
Harpist.
Bedford,
question hour will follow this
widely-discussed European topic.
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JEAN EVANS SCHOOL OF DANCING
DANCING

Learn

-

DRAMATICS

SINGING

dance with Miss Evans
Popular Radio and Stage Personality
;

(Continued from Page 1)

hotel ballrooms have been
selected with care.
The A. A. feels confident that
the students appreciate their afforts
and will turn out in large numbers
for their farewell dance of the football season. With examinations over
and a holiday to celebrate, come
down to the Princess Room and
cheer the football players who will
make their initial appearence at a
college social and wish the freshmen a victorious encounter with
their rivals from Mt. James at
Alumni Field on Saturday.
the
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LADIES*and MENS
JLFORMAL CLOTHES >k
tjkjA FOR RENTAL ejgj
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to

455 BROADWAY
SOUTH BOSTON
For Appointment Call STAdinm 1151
-

-

...the RIGHT COMBINATION of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos
Copyright 1938, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co,

-

VICTORY DANCE
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This year's initial number of the
Crystal, the Chemists' Club's publication, made its appearance last
Monday. Garbed in its distinctive
Crystallon cover, light green for
this issue, it contains its usual fine
array of articles of interest to
those in the Science Courses.
The first article, "Pyrolysis of
Carbon. Compounds," by Francis
X. Murphy, '39, News Editor of
the magazine, treats of the transformations of organic compounds
through the agency of heat alone,
and discusses the various rules devised to explain the behavior of
compounds when submitted to elevated temperatures. The second
article, by Ernest J. Ryan, A. 8.,
a graduate student in chemistry,
deals with the effect of lead tetraethyl in gasoline in the prevention of knocking, and discusses the
different scientific theories on
knocking in gasoline engines and
its inhibition.
This article has

they have requested to show their
motion picture on tetraethyl of
lead to the Chemists' Club.
Leo Smith '39 has written for
this issue on the role of iodine in
the prevention and treatment of
goiter, a topic which is of particular interest to the pre-medical students, and under the heading of
"Crystal Reflections" the seminarabstracts on heavy hydrogen and
An
heavy water are concluded.
artistic view of the Science Building through the gothic arches of
the Tower Building entrance, an
editorial on the value of the new
chemistry library to the science
student, together win a versified
invitation to the Chemists' Club
modelled afted Kipling's "If" and
the usual interesting news items
from the chemsitry world, complete the issue.

Cartoon Contest
Rules In Brief
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In First Issue

already brought recognition from
the Ethyl Gasoline Company and

'

Chemistry 'Crystal'
Most Impressive
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